You Oughta Know

Verse I

Solo

I want you to know that I'm happy for you.

Sop2

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

I wish nothing but the best for you both.

Solo

An older dip doong.
Solo

version of me is she prefered like me would she go down on you in a threat does she speak

Sup2

...

Mez

ben bah oo ben bah oo

Alto

bah oo ba da bah oo

Ten

bah oo bah oo

Bass

doom dip a doom doom dip a doom dip down doom dip a doom dip a doom

Solo

et o quent ly and would she have your ba by i'm sure she'd make a real ly excel lent moth er cause the

Sup2

buh oo ben buh

Mez

ben bah oo bah ben bah ye eye eye eye eye eye

Alto

buh oo ba da bah ye eye eye eye eye eye

Ten

buh oo bah ye eye eye eye eye eye

Bass

doom dip a doom doom dip a doom dip down doom ding dip a doom dye eye eye eye

Prechorus I

love that you gave that we made will it be to make it en ough for you to be op en wide no and ev

Sup2

ben bah

Mez

yiah ba da ben boh

Alto

yiah biah biah ba da biah no woh woh

Ten

yiah ba da biah no woh woh

Bass
don doong ding ding doong doong doong dow doong ding doong doong doong doong
Chorus I

Solo

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

“Fare thee well”

Solo

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

“Fare thee well”

Solo

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

“Fare thee well”

Solo

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

“Fare thee well”

Solo

Mezzo

Alto

Tenor

Bass

“Fare thee well”
slap in the face how quick ly i was re placed and are you think ing of me when you fuck her cause the

oo ware bay

oo ware bay ben ee air

oo ware yare bay ee air you're fuck in ug ly

oo ware yare ba da ee air you're fuck in ug ly

dow dip a dow dow dip a dow dip dow dip a dow dip dow dip a dow dip

love that you gave that we made was n't a ble to make it en ough for you to be op en wide no and ev

ben bah op en wide no

yah ba da ben op en wide no

yah bah bah bah no woh woh

yah ba da bah no woh woh

dow doong ding ding doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong

ary time you speak her name does she know how you told me you'd hold me un til you'd died till you died but you're still a live and i'm here

ah ben bah

yah ba da ben bay you're still a live why wont you die

yah bah bah you're still a live why wont you die

yah ba da bah you're still a live why wont you die

dow doong ding ding doong doong ding doong doong ding doong doong ding doong doong ding doong doong doong

Solo
Sopr2
Mez
Alto
Ten
Bass
Prechorus II
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Chorus II

Solo

Mez

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Bridge

Mez

Alto

Tenor

Bass
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Prechorus III

Solo
joke that you laid in the bed that were me and i'm not gon na fade as soon as you close your eyes and you know it and ev

Sop2
ben bah

M crt
b u d a ben close your eyes no

Alto
yah b a d b a d

Ten
yah b a d b a d

Bass
dow doong ding ding doong doong doong doon doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong

every time i scratch my nails down some one else's back i hope you feel it well can you feel it and i'm here

Sop2
ah ben bah

M crt
b u d a ben bay oh can you feel it i'm here

Alto
b a d b a d

Ten
b a d b a d

Bass
dow doong ding ding doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong doong

Chorus III
to re mind you of the mess you left when you went a way it's not

M crt
i'll re mind yeh ah ah yeh yeh it's not

Alto
re mind yeh ah oo when you went a way ee yair

Ten
yare yare re mind yeah yare yare yare yare yare yare yare yare yare yare it's not

Bass
joh no joh no joh no joh no joh no joh no joh jin joh no joh jin joh no joh jin joh no joh no joh no joh no joh no